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Stella McCartney made a vis it to Bolt Threads ' San Francisco lab. Image credit: Stella McCartney

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Kering-owned fashion label Stella McCartney has inked a partnership with a biotechnology company to advance and
innovate the manufacturing of textiles.

Stella McCartney will work with San Francisco-based Bolt Threads to push fashion forward in regard to exploring
alternative textiles and manufacturing techniques. Bolt Threads' approach aligns with Stella McCartney's dedication
to sustainability and eco-friendly fashions (see story) by creating only fibers based on proteins found in the natural
world.

Luxury lab coats and all 
Stella McCartney and Bolt Thread's first collaborative project, in the continual pursuit for more sustainable
materials, is  a vegan spider silk made from yeast.

"This is something that I've been personally on a journey to find for much of my career and I just feel like there is
finally a new opportunity to bring so many industries together and for them to all work as one for a better planet," Ms.
McCartney said in a statement. "It is  a truly modern and mindful approach to fashion."
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Stella McCartney and Bolt Threads collaborated on a vegan spider silk created from yeast. Image credit: Bolt
Threads

The first physical manifestation of Stella McCartney and Bolt Threads partnership will be featured at the upcoming
"Items: Is Fashion Modern?" design exhibit at the Museum of Modern Art in New York.

Opening Oct. 1, the exhibit will explore the present, past, and also the future, of 111 pieces of apparel and
accessories that have made an impact on the world in the 20th and 21st centuries.

Stella McCartney's one-of-a-kind piece on view during the exhibit will be a golden-yellow shift dress designed using
Bolt Threads' signature protein-based yarn inspired by spider silk.

Stella McCartney's one-of-a-kind Bolt Thread shift dress will be on view during MoMA's Items: Is Fashion Modern
Oct. 1 to Jan. 28, 2018. Image credit: Bolt Threads

In the future, Stella McCartney and Bolt Threads will continue its relationship to unveil new initiatives to set the
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standard for environmentally friendly luxury fabric.
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